
WHEELED TRACTOR YTO-LX1304/ YTO-LX1404 

 

 

YTO LX130-140HP series wheeled tractors have a powerful engine and chassis system, which can 

meet the requirements of most farmland operations and compound operations, and provide user 

with the best supporting power. 

 YTO 6-cylinder, naturally aspirated, direct-injection engine, strong power and low fuel 

consumption; 

 Synchronizer shift, realize smooth shift without stopping, and high work efficiency; Creeper 

gear 24F+8R to meet the needs of special operations such as trenching and planting; 

 Independently operated double-acting LUK clutch, easy to operate, and achieve PTO individual 

control;  

 Hydrostatic steering system with independent oil circuit, easy and flexible to operate;  

 The pedal-controlled hydraulic disc travel brake is labor-saving and has high braking efficiency; 

the independently operated parking brake is safe and reliable;  

 PTO dual-speed power output, 3 pairs of hydraulic output, can meet the needs of rotary tillage, 

harvesting, seeding and fertilization; 

 Fully enclosed and comfortable cab with wide vision, equipped with heating, air conditioning, 

MP3 audio and dust filtering system; 



 Separate lifting oil system from hydraulic oil system, and clean hydraulic oil can extend the 

service life of hydraulic components; 

 With quick lifting device for lifter, external control device for hydraulic lifter, dual auxiliary lift 

cylinders, 60L/min large flow hydraulic output, suitable for working with different kinds of 

farm implements. 

Specification 

Model LX1304 LX1404 

Dimensions(L×W×H)(mm) mm 5040*2380*3100 5050*2370*2890 

Min. Ground Clearance (mm)           mm 470 

Min. Operating Mass (with cab) Kg 4850 4910 

Engine 

Model   LR6B5-23 LR6M5-23 

Rated Power KW/hp 95.6/130 103/140 

Rotating Speed rpm 2300 

Type   6-cylinder, naturally aspirated engine 

Traveling System 

Gears F/R 24F/8R 

Forward Speed Range    km/h 2.2-29.6 

Tyre Size (F/R)  F/R 14.9-26/18.4-38 

Wheel Track  
Front mm 1672-2003 1822-2153 

Rear mm 1662-2262 1662-2262 

Steering Mode   Hydraulic 

Min. Turning Radius m 7.0±0.3 

Brake Type   Hydraulic, disc brake 

Hydraulic system 

Suspension 3P II 

Lifting Force 
At Link Joint Kg 3500 

At 610mm Kg 2800 

Hydraulic Output Pair (s) 2 

PTO 

Type of PTO Shaft   Independent 

PTO Rotating Speed rpm 540/1000 

Rated Power KW/hp 81.7/111 88/120 

Tillage depth control mode    Position control and floating control 

※Due to technological upgrading, the information of this series of products is for reference only, please refer 

to the actual product when purchasing. 

 


